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Learning Intention :
To understand simple strategies to help resolve every
day dilemmas with friends and family. 

Success Criteria;
 
. 

1. To begin to identify ways to resolve disagreements with
friends and family members.
2. To know when to ask for support and who to ask.
3. To begin to see situations from other people's point of
view and develop empathy.



 

Key  Vocabulary
dilemma

worry
empathy

resolve a problem
point of view

solution
support

 



Having relationships with other people is not always easy
whether it is a friend or family member. There will be times
when relationships need work. Sometimes we fall out with
friends or worry about things that go wrong at school.
When we are upset, we can think that small problems are
much bigger than they really are. This can make us feel
worse and that there is no solution to our problem.   

Today, we are going to learn how we can resolve some
problems together. 

Dealing with Dilemmas



Sammy and Charlotte are best friends. One playtime Charlotte
asked Louise if she would like to play with them. Now Sammy
feels that Charlotte wants Louise to be her new best friend and
is beginning to feel left out. When Charlotte and Louise ask
Sammy if she wants to play a game with them, she says "No!"
and sits alone on a bench for the whole of playtime.  

Class Discussion

How is Sammy feeling? How do you think Charlotte and Louise
might be feeling?  
Who is right? Who is in the wrong?  
How could the problem be resolved?

Dealing with Dilemmas
Dilemma 1



Dilemma 2

Sadie does not understand fractions. She has been doing it
in class all week and has found every lesson difficult. Her
teacher has given the whole class fractions homework.
Sadie doesn't understand it. Her mum is not very good at
maths either. It is Thursday and the homework is due in on
Monday. 
 How might Sadie be feeling?  
What might Sadie think is the worst thing that could
happen? 
What could the solution be? 

Dilemma 1

Ben has forgotten his homework. Everyone else in
the class remembered to bring it in. Because Ben
slept at his grans last night, he totally forgot to bring
it with him. He works hard and likes his teacher.  
 How might Ben be feeling?  
What might Ben think is the worst thing that could
happen? 
What could the solution be?  

 

Dilemma 3

Josh, Tyler, Brandon and James play football
together every day at playtimes and dinner times.
Brandon gets angry with everyone else whenever
he loses at football and often storms off the pitch
and says something nasty to one of the others. The
other boys are getting tired of playing with him.  
 How might Brandon be feeling?  
How might the other boys be feeling?  
What could the solution be?  

Dilemma 4

Ross heard his parents arguing last night and didn't sleep
very well. He has heard them arguing a lot recently. He has
come to school but can't concentrate. All his friends are
being happy, silly and getting on his nerves. He told them
all at playtime he wanted to be on his own and didn't want
to play with them. 
 How might Ross be feeling?  
What do you think might help Ross in this situation? Who
could he talk to?

Partners Activity

In pairs, choose one of these dilemmas. Discuss
the dilemma together and answer the
questions. Once you have thought about your
solution to the problem, create a four part
comic strip which should include; 

The problem, how the main person is feeling,
how other people involved might be feeling
and the solution. 



Adam always laughs at me.
It makes me feel so stupid

and now I don't want to go to
school.

Sometimes I
don't feel

good about
myself so I
make fun of
other people

to make
myself feel

better.

I am a good
person and I
don't deserve
to be treated
like this by
Adam. His
words are

mean.

I am going to
ask my

teacher to
help me talk
to Adam and
let him know

that his
words are
upsetting

me.

Example Comic Strip



Dilemma 2

Sadie does not understand fractions. She has been doing it
in class all week and has found every lesson difficult. Her
teacher has given the whole class fractions homework.
Sadie doesn't understand it. Her mum is not very good at
maths either. It is Thursday and the homework is due in on
Monday. 
 How might Sadie be feeling?  
What might Sadie think is the worst thing that could
happen? 
What could the solution be? 

Dilemma 1

Ben has forgotten his homework. Everyone else in
the class remembered to bring it in. Because Ben
slept at his grans last night, he totally forgot to bring
it with him. He works hard and likes his teacher.  
 How might Ben be feeling?  
What might Ben think is the worst thing that could
happen? 
What could the solution be?  

 

Dilemma 3

Josh, Tyler, Brandon and James play football
together every day at playtimes and dinner times.
Brandon gets angry with everyone else whenever
he loses at football and often storms off the pitch
and says something nasty to one of the others. The
other boys are getting tired of playing with him.  
 How might Brandon be feeling?  
How might the other boys be feeling?  
What could the solution be?  

Dilemma 4

Ross heard his parents arguing last night and didn't sleep
very well. He has heard them arguing a lot recently. He has
come to school but can't concentrate. All his friends are
being happy, silly and getting on his nerves. He told them
all at playtime he wanted to be on his own and didn't want
to play with them. 
 How might Ross be feeling?  
What do you think might help Ross in this situation? Who
could he talk to?



Dealing with Dilemmas

Who would like to share a dilemma
they have recently had. How did
you deal with it?  Did you find a
solution? Did you learn a lesson
from the experience?



Reflection

We all face dilemmas. Some are large and some small. Try to look at
a situation from different angles and think about how others may
be thinking or feeling. Dealing with dilemmas can help you to learn
about yourself and others. 

If you have a dilemma, make sure you speak to a friend, family
member or an adult you trust to help you find a solution. 



Ask a family member if they have had a dilemma recently and how
they resolved it. Do they have any advice they could give you in
dealing with dilemmas?
Tell a family member about a dilemma you had recently and how you
resolved it. Did you learn any lessons from the situation which you
could use again in the future?

TAKE HOME 




